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If somebody had told me that sometime
in my future I would be eating cabbage
every day, I would have said they were
having a psychotic episode and told
them about the greying cabbage and
mushy, khaki coloured sprouts of my
youth. The fact that I now complain when
I don’t have it only illustrates my infatua-
tion with the wonderfully spicy, some-
times strange but unbelievably fantastic
world of Korean food.

Easily the most popular and famous food
to come from this peninsula is Kimchi.
The dish of spicy, fermented vegetables,
most commonly Chinese cabbage, is
served as a side dish with almost every
meal and is so representative of Korea
that it recently made a voyage into outer
space with Korea’s first astronaut, Yi So
Hyun. It is a major ingredient in some of
Korea’s most popular dishes as well as
being the driving force in the delicious
Kimchi chon, a pancake often dubbed
‘Korean pizza’.

I live in Jeonju, a centre of Korean food
excellence and home to the nationally
famed ‘Bibimbap’. Jeonju bibimbap, as it

is known around the country, as well as
internationally, is one of the healthiest
dishes in Korean cuisine. A bowl of
cooked rice is topped with up to thirty
ingredients including nuts, seeds, sea-
weed, various pastes (including chilli of
course), meat, salad leaves and is some-
times topped off with a raw egg yolk. The
ingredients are hurriedly mixed together
until uniformity in colour has been
achieved and the egg has been gently
cooked. It is then eaten as quickly as you
can move spoon to mouth (or is that just
me?) The ‘dolsot’ version comes in a
heated stone bowl, which scorching the
bottom layer of rice onto the bowl, which
is to be scraped off and eaten as a
crunchy dessert.

Korea is perhaps most famously known
around the world for its barbeque.
These restaurants, sometimes called
‘gogi jip’ (literally meat house), have a
network of pipes, suspended from the
ceiling, that weave around the room and
drop down to hover above the tables
looking like alien tentacles from a poor-
ly funded fifties ‘B’ movie. This network
of extractor fans are essential to the

wellbeing of the patrons as the smoke
from the inbuilt BBQ pits can threaten to
get out of control. Pots of hot coals are
placed in a well in the centre of the
table, a grill is placed over them and the
meat of your choice is grilled in front of
you. You are in complete control (unless
the owner takes it upon him or herself to
help the useless foreigner).

Kalbi (literally meaning ribs although it is
more commonly a single rib with a large
piece of meat attached) and samgyeop-
sal (sliced belly pork) are the two most
popular meats, but moaksal (neck meat)
is my personal favourite, having the per-
fect fat to meat ratio. The pieces of meat
are cut up on the grill into bite size
pieces, dipped in one of several sauces,
wrapped in a lettuce leaf and devoured,
filling your mouth and affecting your
speech. Marinated chicken feet, eel and
‘dak dong jip’, which translates as ‘chick-
en poo house’ or chicken gizzard, are
also served. All these barbequed meats,
as well as most things in Korea come
with some kind of chilli accompaniment,
whether it is as a pure paste, a chilli
soaked vegetable or just plain chillis.
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If you aren’t too fond of having a thin
layer of skin scorched from the roof of
your mouth and tongue, there are some
dishes that don’t utilise the heat infusing
properties of the chilli. Samgyetang (a
soup made with a whole, stuffed, small
chicken) and poshintang (the infamous
dog soup), are two of the more well
known dishes that come without chilli,
both dishes are seasonal and so not at
their best all year round. There are also
numerous other dishes that have no chilli
whatsoever, mandu (Korean
dumplings)filled with allsorts but com-
monly spring onion and pork, various
noodle dishes and rice porridge, the food
of choice for ill Koreans.

But standing above all others, leaving
kimchi jjigae, samgyetang and bibimbap
in its wake is a spicy, wholesome dish
that sounds like an Asian hybrid but is all
Korean. The very first mouthful of it was
enough to change my personal food
landscape forever. The savouryness from
the chickeny, spicy broth is both intense
and soothing, the chilli heat creeps up on
your unsuspecting tongue but the heat is
easily quelled by a glass of cold Hite,
Korea’s most popular beer. The blast of
heat quickly tapers into a low, back-
ground hum of residual warmth that
lingers around the mouth. The clean,
steamed white rice, dotted with several
grains cools the mouth further before the
process is repeated.

This first, life changing experience has
been repeated many, many times since
and has, every time, elevated me into a
kind of Korean, culinary Nirvana, a trance
like state of blissfulness that I have not
found through any other food. Dak dori
tang is the unrivalled king of Korean food.

The dish would really translate as chick-
en chicken soup and does exactly what
you might expect from a Korean chicken
soup. The basic recipe calls for chicken,
potatoes and chilli paste to be cooked
together with water until the magic hap-
pens. The juices run from the chicken
pieces, skin, bones and all, and mix with
the water and chilli paste to form the most
delicious dish imaginable. The savoury,
spicy nectar can be drunk by the spoon-
ful or mixed with rice to make a delicious,
spicy and agreeable kind of rice pudding.
If a dish were ever to be said to be
greater than the sum of its parts then this
is undoubtedly it. The bowl of bubbling
‘tang’ arrives at the table, topped with a
few slivers of raw onion that are cooked

al dente in the boiling broth. The hit of
pure and simple satisfaction received
from the first mouthful of steaming, spicy,
maroon coloured broth is a sensation that
I have not experienced with any other
food. Digging around the bowl you
unearth big chunks of potato that have
been nestled amongst the chopped up
pieces of chicken, soaked in the cooking
liquid. They are quite simply irresistible.

Korean food is as varied as any other
country’s cuisine and while most dishes
are highly pleasing there are things that
are not so pleasant on the tongue. I have
been brave and tried many things that may
have made less enthusiastic eaters wince,
but in all my culinary boldness I have come
across one thing that I found thoroughly
unpalatable and downright disgusting.

The abhorrent bondeggi, the larvae of the
silkworm, is stewed for what smells like
an age and then dished up to locals and
bravado fuelled foreigners alike. At its
very best it smells and tastes rancid and
utterly unwholesome. The single bondeg-
gi I put into my mouth burst upon impact
with my teeth, spewing bitter tasting bile
into my mouth. The liquid coated my
mouth for what seemed like days and no
amount of soju (the Korean spirit of
choice), beer or even paint thinner would
move it. They would be greatly enhanced
by a healthy dose of chilli paste to mask
the vile taste, then and only then would I
consider eating bondeggi again.

Aside from the poisonous (not literally)
bondeggi, the health benefits of Korean
food are often quoted by Koreans and I
have heard that it can cure bird flu and
prevent cancer! I have no doubts that
Korean food is good for the body
(although I’m not convinced of the argu-
ments about bird flu and cancer), the
semi raw vegetables served as side
dishes with every meal have convinced
me of that and the endorphins released
into my bloodstream the second the first
spicy, tangy, sweet or sour mouthful is
delivered will testify it is indeed good for
the soul.

Korean food is often overshadowed in
the western world by the more fashion-
able Japanese or the better established
Chinese cuisines; much like the country
itself, but such a secret cannot be kept
hidden forever. I will endeavour to speak
up in defence of this small peninsula’s
mouth watering, gut burning, but soul
satisfying food and will promote it at
every opportunity.

I have yet to come across a sprout in
Korea, but I am sure that somewhere,
somebody has worked their magic on
them and I can’t wait for the day when I
stumble across a sprout that has been
perked up and reinvigorated by a
healthy dose of chilli and several
months of airtight isolation so it can fer-
ment to perfection.
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A dak dori tang restaurant 

complimentary side dishes

Jeonju Bibimbap More kimchi

Kimchi jjim

A Korean supermarket
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